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The tyre filler for experts

TECHNICAL DATA:

Weight 800 g

Filling medium air / nitrogen

Max. permissible 
operating pressure

16 bar / 230 psi

Pressure gauge 
measurement range

0 - 12 bar / 170 psi
analogue pressure gauge

Temperature range -20°C to +55°C

Pressure gauge 
display accuracy

pm ≤ 4 bar:      ±0,08 bar
4 bar < pm ≤ 10 bar: ±0,16 bar
pm > 10 bar:     ±0,25 bar

Pressure gauge 
graduation 

0,1 bar / 2 psi

With precise calibration   
to the perfect air pressure
With precise calibration to the perfect air pressure. Our tyre inflation    
device GATOR INFLATOR MAX is already calibrated. What does this 
imply? Immediate operational availability and highest quality! 
No additional effort, no additional fees. Simply pick it up and get started!

The tyre inflator complies with the harmonised European standard for 
tyre pressure gauges.

 n Type tested  n Conformity tested



GATOR INFLATOR  MAX

FROM EXPERTS 
FOR EXPERTS
Precise. Practical. High Quality.

PRECISE

The calibrated manometer in combination with the high-quality 
processing of our new tyre inflator ensures precise working and reliable 
measurement results.

PRACTICAL

High-quality materials such as the shock-resistant sheathing of the 
manometer and the robust aluminium handle guarantee the durability 
of the device.

HIGH QUALITY

While the rotating tube enables ergonomic working, the suspension eye 
serves for a quick and easy storage. Additionally the operating lever was 
constructed for extra easy handling- ideal for working with one hand.

Aluminium handle
robust and non-slip

Suspension eye
for simple and fast 
storage

Compressed air hose
flexible rubber hose for an ergonomic 
working position
Length: 0,5 m | 1,0 m | 1,5 m

Calibrated  
pressure gauge
for a precise measurement 
of the air pressure.
Made in Germany

Valve adapter
multifunctional for all common 
connector versions

Quick coupling
(thread G3/8)
flexible use through 
variable plug nipples 

Operation lever
made of plastic for a 
easy handling even 
with one hand!


